
How To Create 
Your Brand



Hello There!
For the longest time, creatives have not had the knowledge to make their skill mean

something to them. Most times, they cannot balance between what they should earn

and passion.

Brait Academy is simply a knowledge hub by Brait Consulting Limited that offers

completely FREE training and business insights for creatives in dire need to improve

their skills and grow their businesses

Our biggest resolve is this, “Nobody should die with the talents and skills they have!

Freely were they given and freely should they pass them on!”
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https://braitconsulting.com/


A Little About Brait Consulting
Brait Consulting Limited is an award-winning, leading web design company in Kenya known for

state-of-the-art web development, digital branding, graphic design, UI/UX design, and

unmatched digital marketing services.

With our balance of visual aesthetics and usability, we have helped streamline processes for

businesses as well as create new revenue streams for start-ups and established businesses alike.

Check us out at – https://braitconsulting.com
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We hope you read that as “Bright!” 😉

https://braitconsulting.com/


“

”

“You have an innate power to 

achieve anything in life. You can and 

you will. Never limit the ‘YOU’ you 

haven’t explored!”
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- Stephen Siloma | CEO, Brait Consulting



How To Create
YOUR BRAND



Introduction
You are what you show the world. Different audiences know you differently. People

in your childhood may know you by your childhood nickname, your colleagues

know you by another and your boss/clients know you differently. You are a brand

different to many audiences.

Building a brand is no different from how you (as a person) are built in the world.

Just the same way you have a name (identity), a personality and a purpose, brands

also have the same; that’s why you hear of Brand Identity, Brand Personality, Brand

Purpose, etc.

A brand is no different from you and as you build it you are basically building

yourself as well.
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Difference Between Brand, Brand 
Identity, Brand Image & Branding.
A brand is basically the perception of the company to the customer. It is the way a

product, company or an individual is perceived by those who experience it.

Brand identity is the collection of all elements e.g. color, design, logo, sound etc that

represent the company to the end user. Brand identity generally portrays what the

company is about to the customers.

Brand image is often confused with brand identity. Brand image is the customer’s

perception of your brand based on how they have interacted with it.

Branding on the other hand is the process of shaping your brand to become distinct to

the audience out there.
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What is Brand Identity?
Let’s say you are from the village, and you just got a job in the city, but you are

jeered upon because of how you talk, how you dress and how you look. But you do

not want that, you do not want to feel conspicuous, you want to fit in.

Suppose, you change your look by buying some cool clothes, shoes, got a new

haircut and applied some good cologne. You will automatically have a new identity

and you would have changed how your colleagues perceive you.

Those tangible elements; the shoes, the haircut and the clothes now define you.

That is now what we call brand identity. Brand identity is what makes you

identifiable and unique to an audience.
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The Power of A Brand 
If you see the tick icon, you are more likely to think that that is Nike’s logo. If you

hear the 20TH Century Studios soundtrack, you may outrightly know that someone

is watching a movie. As a Kenyan, if you see the green color, you will probably think

of two major brands; Safaricom or KCB but Safaricom is more likely to ring in your

mind than KCB.

KCB came to be in 1970 when the government acquired 60% of it and they

branded themselves with the green color. Safaricom was founded in 1997 (27 years

later after the government acquired 60% of KCB) and they dominated the green

color in their branding. Green, a natural color now became part of their brand

identity.
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Why Brand Identity is Important
Brand identity identifies who you are in the world. A brand identity is the face of

your business, it creates loyalty to customers and improves credibility and trust.

How you are viewed depends on how much you are worth.

The village guy cannot land into so many opportunities as compared to the uptown

guy just because of how he is perceived. Brand identity is very crucial to every

business.

This is why companies fire their top employees should they interfere with the

brand’s image. Some CEOs have even stepped down from their own companies to

protect the company’s reputation.
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“

”

“Brand identity is more than just finding the 

right logo to place on coffee cup sleeves or 

mount above your front door. It's about 

crafting a personality that amplifies the core 

elements to your brand's DNA”
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- Jared Rosen, Wayfair Senior Brand Manager



How To 
Create A 
Strong Brand 
Identity
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Know Your Brand
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Know its ins and outs1



Know Your Brand
Do you know what your brand is all about, A lot about this was covered in the class

- What is your identity? If you have not covered it yet, you may want to go through

it! You need to know who you are and what you want to sell.

What do you offer? How are you different from everyone else - We call that Unique 

Selling Proposition (USP). How does your company operate? How would you want 

your brand perceived and represented out there?

Once you have answers to these questions, you will have understood your brand 

and you will be able to define how your brand operates. It is also good to craft your 

brand purpose. Brand Purpose is the brand’s reason for existing beyond just making 

money. It simply answers the question, “Why does this brand exist?”
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Vision, Mission, Values, Slogans
After you know what you brand is and what it wants to achieve, come up with the following:

i) Mission – The mission statement communicates the purpose of the organization. E.g. LinkedIn: 

To connect the world’s professionals to make them more productive and successful.

ii) Vision – Vision statements describe the future of the organization. LinkedIn: To create 

economic opportunity for every member of the global workforce.

iii) Values – Value statements highlight an organization’s core principles and philosophical ideas. 

It is just what you stand for. E.g. LinkedIn: Demand Excellence, Act Like An Owner, Members First, 

Relationships Matter, Be Open, Honest & Constructive

iv) Slogans - It is also advisable to come up with a tagline/slogan for your business as they 

highlight your brand image and make it memorable.
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Brand Story, About, Services
After listing your mission, vision, values and slogans. You may need to tell your brand story, who 

you are and the services you offer.

Brand story is a way to present your brand in a storytelling format. The story is about YOU, your 

business, it’s history, how you overcame adversity, and about the product/service you provide. It 

addresses these simple questions 

i) Why do you do what you do?

ii) How are you different?

iii) Why do you matter?

Brand story goes something like this: The world is in trouble and you (the hero) are here to save 

the day with your business’ unique value proposition.
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“

”

“People don’t buy what you do; they buy why 

you do it. The goal is not to do business with 

everybody who needs what you have. The goal 

is to do business with people who believe what 

you believe.”
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- Simon Sinek, How Great Leaders Inspire Action



Know Your Audience
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Who are you serving2



Target Audience
Branding is no less than living your daily life. You wear differently in different

occasions. You wouldn’t get into a business negotiation meeting with your

pajamas, will you?

You will also not go to a wedding with your swimsuit. Why? Because the audience

is different on every occasion, and you will dress to the occasion. The same thing

applies to brands. You cannot build a strong brand without knowing your Target

Audience (TA).

Do you know why most schools have emblems? Do you know why children brands

evoke playfulness? You need to know your audience to be able to build your brand

identity. Are you serving 18–25, 25-35 or 35-60-years-olds?
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Audience Segmentation
Most creatives think that the Target Audience doesn’t really matter because their brand is 

for the mass market. Well, I always advise them to cluster their TA’s into:

Primary, Secondary & Tertiary audiences where the primary audience is their key Target 

Audience.

i) Primary Audience e.g. 18-25 yrs or Gen X or Tech enthusiasts

ii) Secondary Audience e.g. 26-35 yrs or Gen Y or smartphone owners

iii) Tertiary Audience e.g. 36-55 yrs or Gen Z or People with electronic gadgets

After classifying them as in the above they should see which group of people they appeal 

to most and build their brand identity on them. I also advice that they should come up 

with a buyer persona. A buyer persona is generally a sample person who they target with 

their brand
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Creating Buyer Personas
Let say you are starting a business that sells gaming consoles. In your market research you noted 

that most gamers are 18-25yrs but 26-35-year-olds have a strong purchasing power, you will 

create two audiences.

i) Primary Audience e.g. 26-35 yrs

ii) Secondary Audience e.g. 18-25 yrs

You can then create a buyer persona from your primary audience. You will derive their attributes 

from the demographics of Gender, Age, Location etc. From your research maybe males game a 

lot than females, Playstation is popular than Xbox and people from upper-middle class game a 

lot than those from lowe-class.

A sample buyer persona will be something like: Brian, who is 23 years old, comes from Kilimani, 

love the Playstation. You will then create a brand name, logo or any other identity based on who 

Brian is,what he likes and dislikes.
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Know Your Brand 
Personality
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If your brand were human…

3



Brand Personality
Brand personality is basically human characteristics attributed to a brand name. It

brings out the emotional aspect of a brand. In short, how would you describe your

brand if it were a person. Safaricom, a telco, would have slogans like “Tuinuane!” and

NIKE, an apparel company will have the messaging, “Just Do It!”

You not only see Safaricom as a telco but a person who cares, who lifts others up. You

would not see NIKE as an apparel company but a person who encourages you to do it

despite any challenges.

Brand personality drives decisions in brand design and messaging. Clothing

companies are known to be sophisticated and full of life. It is through that personality

that derives their logos most of which are black – the color of sophistication.
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Dimensions of Brand Personality
There are 5 dimensions of Brand Personality 

i) Sincerity (Traits - Wholesomeness, Trustworthiness, Honesty, Authenticity, Cheerfulness)

E.g. Cadbury Brand

ii) Excitement (Traits – Passion, Adventurousness, Enthusiasm, Boldness, Imagination, Daring)

E.g. Mountain Dew

iii) Competence (Traits – Intelligence, Dependability, Success, Principled, Conscientious)

E.g. Microsoft

iv) Sophistication (Traits – Elegance, Composure, Worldliness, Confidence, Tact)

E.g. Dolce & Gabbana

v) Ruggedness (Traits – Toughness, Athletic, Sturdy, Outdoorsy, Reliable)

E.g. Jeep
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i) Sincerity
The traits of sincerity are: Wholesomeness, Trustworthiness, Honesty, Authenticity, Cheerfulness

These brands make their customers feel safe and always focus on keeping their promises. E.g.

Cadbury Brand, Coca-Cola
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ii) Excitement
The traits of excitement are: Passion, Adventurousness, Enthusiasm, Boldness, Imagination, Daring

These brands convey a youthful, care-free and spirited attitude. They create a hype in the 

marketplace and never fail to excite their audience E.g. Mountain Dew, Red Bull
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iii) Competence
The traits of competence are: Intelligence, Dependability, Success, Principled, Conscientious

These brands assert themselves as the leading experts in their fields. They think themselves as 

confident thought leaders. E.g. Microsoft, Uber
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iv) Sophistication
The traits of sophistication are: Elegance, Composure, Worldliness, Confidence, Tact

These brands show off an upper-class lifestyle. They present themselves as refines, lavish and 

pricey. E.g. Dolce & Gabbana, Zara, Gucci
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v) Ruggedness
The traits of ruggedness are: Toughness, Athletic, Sturdy, Outdoorsy, Reliable

These brands embody the outdoor lifestyle. They present themselves as unafraid, tough and 

willing to get dirty. E.g. Jeep, Harley Davidson Motorcycles, Timberland
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Source: Hubspot



Develop Your Brand 
Design
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The look and feel

4



Typography
Typography simply refers to the font type you will choose to represent your brand. The major 

types of typography are:

i) Serif Fonts – Oldest and most basic type of fonts. They have “feet” at the top and bottom 

of each letter. Perfect for classic, professional use cases e.g. Times New Roman

ii) San-Serif – Don’t include “feet” nor any projections at the end of the strokes. They are 

widely used especially in modern designs. E.g. Poppins

iii) Scripts – They are based on the fluid strokes of handwriting and can range from formal to 

very casual. They add a feminine feel to the brand.

iv) Decorative – This is the largest and most diverse. They are rarely used for lengthy blocks 

of texts. Normally used for signage and headings.
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Serif Fonts
Oldest and most basic type of fonts. They have “feet” at the top and bottom of each

letter. They are mostly still widely used in print e.g. The Daily Nation Newspaper e.g.

Times New Roman
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San-Serif Fonts 
Unlike Serifs, San-Serifs have got no “feet” at the top and bottom of each letter. They

have smooth edges. They are widely used especially in modern designs. E.g. Poppins
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Script Fonts 
They are based on the fluid strokes of handwriting and can range from formal to very

casual. They add a feminine feel to the brand.
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Decorative
This is the largest and most diverse. They are rarely used for lengthy blocks of texts.

Normally used for signage and headings.
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Colors
Color is extremely important in developing your brand. Colors can determine how your

brand is perceived. E.g. Most sophisticated brands have black as their primary color and

most children brands have playful colors that evoke excitement and playfulness.

• Red: Red is the color of passion and excitement. It’s the perfect choice if your brand identity 

is loud, youthful, and exciting. 

• Orange: Orange is another high-energy color and is great if you want to appear friendly 

and playful. It’s used less commonly than red, so will also make you stand out.

• Yellow: Yellow, the color of sunshine, is all about happiness. The cheerful vibe makes it a 

good choice if you want to feel fun, accessible and affordable.

• Green: An incredibly versatile color, green can be used for just about any brand. Culturally, 

though, when people see green, they think two things: money or nature. If your brand is tied 

to either of those things, green is an especially good choice.
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Color Psychology
• Blue: The most universally appealing color in the spectrum, blue can help your branding to 

appear more stable and trustworthy, so if you’re looking to appeal to a wide 

demographic—and get them to trust you in the process—go with blue.

• Purple: Purple is the color of royalty, so if you’re going for a luxurious feel in your branding, 

this a safe bet.

• Pink: Right or wrong, pink is culturally tied to femininity, so if your brand is targeted towards 

women, pink should be a definite contender for your brand color. It’s also a great color for 

brands with a soft or luxurious identity.

• Brown: Brown is perhaps the least use color in all of branding, but that could actually work 

to your advantage! Any time you do something different, it helps you stand out. Brown can 

also help people to view your brand as rugged or masculine.

• Black: If you want to be viewed as modern or sophisticated, there’s nothing as classic and 

effective as black.
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Source: Ignyte Brands



Design Your Brand 
Elements
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Logo, Website, Document Templates etc

5



Design Your Logo
You can go ahead to design your logo after knowing what your brand entails. A logo

communicates who you are and creates a lasting impression on your audience. Always

ensure that you have a well-detailed brand manual that details what your brand is about,

typography, colors, logo-usage and the like.

If you are a creative and you know how to design a logo you can design one for yourself.

For the longest, I have seen that creatives find it hard to design their own logos. If you

cannot design a logo by yourself, get a professional to do it. A logo uniquely identifies you

and you may not really want to change it every time. I advocate against DIY logos as they

are very much re-used by tons of other DIY guys out there.

Brait Consulting does amazing logo designs – https://braitconsulting.com/portfolio#logos
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https://braitconsulting.com/portfolio#logos


Design Your Brand Assets
You can go on to design your brand assets which includes templates like;

invoice, quotation, receipt, business card, letterhead, product & packaging

design etc. You can then go on to tell your brand story in your company

profile and showcase your work in a beautiful portfolio.

After design, ensure that you have all the RAW design files from you

professional designer e.g. the .ai, .psd, .eps etc. Now that you have all the

documents, you may want to secure them by uploading them in a cloud

drive.
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Get Your Identity Online
I wonder why creatives do not have websites nor a professional domain email addresses.

E.g. info@mycreativebusiness.co.ke. They forget that with a good website or with just a

professional email, the value of the product will shoot up.

Invest in your business with a website. Choose a good readable domain name with a

recognized TLD like .com, .co.ke, .org, .or.ke and .net. Ensure your domain has got no

hyphens. Even if you do not have a website yet, you can have a coming soon landing page

which will make you look reputable.

You can get cheap domains and secure and reliable hosting on https://braithosting.com. At

Brait, we have a creative’s coupon code that will make you own a domain and hosting for

KES 5,000 only in the first year and renew at KES 6,500 in consecutive years. For more

details, check this document’s appendix.
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Have Social Media/Web 2.0 Presence
Next you will want to be present on social media and in Web 2.0 in

general. You will want your brand to be out there: vivid and bold. Since

you have already defined your brand personality, communicate to your

audience in their language as what you offer them is theirs.

We have a template, an excel worksheet (which will be attached in this

course) on dominating web 2.0. It has a field of all the Web 2.0 platforms

and a field to note down the URL of the field. After you have your ‘What

We Do’ and ‘What We Are’ documentation in place, you can populate

them on those platforms.
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“

”

“It takes 20 years to build a 

reputation and five minutes to ruin 

it. If you think about that, you’ll do 

things differently.”

45

- Warren Buffet
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Thank You!
Thank you for reading this amazing resource. I poured my heart and soul into it and 
so pour your heart and soul into helping other upcoming creatives in your field. 

Share this FREE resource to as many people as you can and let it be a good 
resource to them as well. We are a community of young people who are always 
willing to learn and share ideas.

Login & register as a student at https://braitacademy.com and join our live classes 
every Saturday as from 9:00pm – 11:00pm all for free.

https://braitacademy.com/


Appendix
The Extras, Freebies & Add-Ons



A FREE WEBSITE?
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How About We Gave Creatives

All they are needed to do is to purchase a

hosting with a FREE domain from us?



BRAIT HOSTING CREATIVES PACK

Most creatives are struggling with their online

identity and we have come up with a package

for creatives. For only KES 5,000 for the first year

(Which will renew at KES 6,500 for consecutive

years), we will create them a FREE website about

who you are, what you offer and contact

information.

Check how the template looks in the next page. 

Or click here for the live link -

https://braithosting.com/landing-demo
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https://braithosting.com/landing-demo
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ADVANTAGES OF THE BRAIT 

HOSTING CREATIVES PACK

As domains age with time and they increase in

value they improve in what we call Domain

Authority. This means by the time you are have

scaled up into a big organization, you have

continuously improved in SEO as well.

Simply follow this link 

https://braithosting.com/creatives-pack/ to get 

started and once you make the purchase, fill the 

required details on the form in that page and you 

will have your live website in just 24 hours.
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https://braithosting.com/creatives-pack/


BRAIT HOSTING CREATIVES PACK

Most creatives are struggling with their online

identity and we have come up with a package

for creatives. For only KES 5,000 for the first year

(Which will renew at KES 6,500 for consecutive

years), we will create them a FREE website about

who you are, what you offer and contact

information.
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If You Can…
I will appreciate if you just mentioned my work on 

your Social Media Posts, Social Media Stories and 

especially on WhatsApp Status! You want the 

content to post? I GAT YOU! 
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Need A Website? Brait Consulting does state-of-

the-art and incredible websites in this country. 

Check out their work – https://braitconsulting.com

Call: +254722 973 964

Email: info@braitconsulting.com

*Please note that this favor is not pegged by the fact that I give free 

resources. This I will continue to do freely. Thanks a bunch!

https://braitconsulting.com/


Love Humor?
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https://siloma.co.ke/humor

I also double up as a creative writer in my other passions. 
So many creatives work a lot and sometimes need some 
witty writing to cheer them up.

https://siloma.co.ke/humor


Follow Us On Social Media
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https://facebook.com/braitconsuting

https://twitter.com/braitconsuting

https://instagram.com/braitconsuting

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFVosDr-F57zOtlohun4-eg

https://linkedin.com/company/braitconsulting



Brait Consulting Limited 

Contacts

Lower Hill Duplex Building, Bunyala Rd, 

Suite 55, 

P.O Box 35755-00200, Nairobi

Email: info@braitconsulting.com

Phone: +254722 973964

Website: wwww.braitconsulting.com
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